

















The prime factors of generalized Lucas numbers are investigated. Appearance of some primes
are determinded by congruence conditions. About primes which cannot decide apperance by
congruence condition, analytic density of such primes are calculated, and it can be showed











cc-c冒a,b) - {p:素数1任意のnに対してp )(Ln(a,b)}
























































































素数pについて, q-1-2ek(kは奇数)でTがFqの2e乗根になる事と, p∈ ∪(r(e)＼o'(e+lK
l=1
となる事とが同値である,従って,有限個の素数を除き£Cは
(∪(n(ォ) ＼鮮+I))) ∪ (∪(p打鍵ォ>))
e                        e
と一致する.よって
定理3. £の密度は
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